COFFEE INDUSTRY CORPORATION (CIC)

POINT OF ISSUE

1. CONNECTIVITY BREAK DOWN BETWEEN DISTRICT, PROVINCE AND STATUTARY DEPARTMENT/ INSTITUTIONS UNDER MANY REFORMS (PAST REFORMS)

EXAMPLE:

1. PROVINCE AND DISTRICTS HAVE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT COFFEE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS AND FUNDS APPROVED UNDER THEIR BUDGET PLANS
2. MAKE FUNDS AVAILABLE, BUT IMPLEMENTATIONS AND REPORTING IS NOT PROVIDED TO AUTHORITY RESPONSIBLE.
4. MANY ENTITIES ARE PERFORMING STATUTORY POWERS AND FUNCTIONS OF COFFEE AND ARE NOT REPORTING TO AUTHORITY ESTABLISH BY AN ACT OF PARLIAMENT.

(REPORTING IMPLEMENTATION AND CONNECTIVITY BREAK DOWN)

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. PROGRAM POLICY AND ACTIVITY PLAN MUST BE SUBMITTED TO AUTHORITY RESPONSIBLE (FOR COFFEE IS CIC)
2. INDEPENDENT IMPACT ASSESSMENT BY CIC FOR COFFEE FUNDS ALLOCATED FOR ITS COFFEE PROJECTS
Thank you

Questions & Comments
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